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THE SIRENS OF SYRACUSE 
The Sirens of Syracuse are an infamous 
mercenary troupe of spell-singing warriors 
that spend their entire lives wandering and 
fighting, alienated by most common folk, 
in search of mercenary work. According to 
rumour they sell their tongues and blades in 
exchange for children, who are taken back to 
the iron-grey monastery of Syracuse located 
high in the most remote and isolated moun-
tain range of the world. Those fosterlings that 
survive the training become spell-singers 
themselves, continuing the order.

Currently lead by the incomparable Thelx-
iepi, a statuesque woman of keening voice 
and icy countenance, the Sirens have cut a 
bloody path through history. They have tur-
ned the tide of many battles, though at great 
cost to even their own side and have even 
destroyed renowned wizards and diabolical 
monsters. As mercenaries they fight neither 
for good or evil, but only for those who are 
willing to meet their dreadful price.

Foes often abandon their plans when hea-
ring that the Sirens have been commissioned 
to fight against them, yet the spell-singers 
are not always victorious. An arch-mage of 
sufficient power can sometimes defeat them 
from afar, or cunning tricks such as rendering 
an army permanently deaf can make them 
immune to the siren’s songs.

Name

The Sirens of Syracuse

Nature
The order first started out as a reclusive group 
of elderly monks, who practiced over-tonal 
singing as a method of tapping mystical po-
wers, eventually developing a crude ability 
with magical shouts. Practices changed how-
ever with the first woman granted admittance 
to the order, whose voice seemed capable of 
more potent effects. Further research was 
performed augmenting the choral abilities 
of their members, primarily through surgical 
experimentation upon the vocal chords.

Since those times the order has mastered 
many melodious and sorcerous techniques 
which have drawn attention to their remote 
monastery from those seeking them as en-
tertainers, bodyguards or battlefield units. 
Such mercenary work is dangerous however, 
so all spell-singers are trained in the use of 
weapons for self defence.  Magically potent, 
capable warriors and often dangerous to 
their allies, the Sirens are highly regarded 
and greatly feared.

Organisation
The Sirens have changed greatly from their 
first days as a small order of grey bearded old 
monks. Nowadays their numbers are formed 

solely of females and eunuchs, male members 
all being castrated before puberty in order to 
ensure a higher vocal range. There is no stigma 
for a castrato within the order as both sexes 
are viewed with equality, progression based 
solely upon vocal ability. Ranks are as per the 
brotherhood rules (see RuneQuest 6 page 286) 
but have different names; these being Aspirant, 
Accompanist, Choralist, Melodist and Diva.

The diva of the Sirens generally remains at 
the monastery unless the entire order is em-
ployed, such events occurring during major 
wars or if the monastery itself is threatened. 
Otherwise the Sirens are hired out in small 
groups numbering between 1d6+6 members 
depending on the task. These are comprised 
mainly of Accompanists, with several Chora-
lists and a sole Melodist in overall command. 
Due to their extreme deadliness, this is nor-
mally enough to deal with most problems.

Hiring
The Sirens are unusual in that they have se-
veral services they sell. As entertainers, spell-
singers are paramount amongst all vocalists. 
So beautiful and entrancing is their music, 
that they can charge thousands of silver pieces 
for a single performance – the majority of this 
money being sent back to their monastery to 
support the order. Hired out as a bodyguard or 
a military unit however has a far more sinister 
and painful cost. Either the eldest pre-pube-
scent child of the person being guarded (their 
first child if they are yet to have children), or, 
a child from each family who will benefit if 
a village, city or country is saved. Thus only 
the most desperate ever condescend to hire 
the Sirens, often invoking the hatred of their 
own people at the appalling price.

Membership
All membership requirements are standard, 
as per the RuneQuest rules. 

Aspirant (Common Members)
Aspirants live like ascetic monks, dressed 
identically in coarse woollen robes, eating 
plain foods and working hard from sunrise 
to sunset performing all the menial tasks 
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required to keep the monastery running. Al-
most all aspirants begin as children ranging 
from the ages of 7 to 14 who have been taken 
in payment for services rendered. Soon after 
their arrival they each undergo a delicate and 
risky series of surgeries, slicing and grafting 
their vocal chords so that their throats can 
produce several notes concurrently. Male 
children are incidentally castrated at this 
time too. Those children whose vocal ability 
survives the surgery are trained twice a day 
in early morning and late evening in the arts 
of singing. Children whose voices are irrepa-
rably damaged find solace amongst the grown 
up aspirants who remain at the monastery, 
content with a peaceful well provided for life. 
Those who cannot adapt are honoured with 
a concert performed by the greatest singers 
at the monastery, who whisk the soul of the 
child off to a wonder-filled, if bittersweet, end.

Accompanist (Dedicated Members)
Upon reaching the age of 15 those children 
who survived the surgeries with pitch perfect 
voices are promoted to Accompanist. They 
abandon the tasks of menial labour, instead 
practicing with weapons on a daily basis. 
Their singing training also develops, lear-
ning how to sing chords and form the aural 
glyphs which unlock a spell-singer’s magic. 
Their most important lesson is how to protect 
themselves from their own powers. Once they 
demonstrate a basic competence aspirants 
are expected to engage in mercenary work, al-
beit under the aegis of higher ranking Sirens.

Choralist (Proven Members)
After proving themselves both in skill and 
surviving several expeditions outside of the 
monastery, an accompanist is promoted to 
Choralist. At this stage a choralist may, if 
they desire, sell their services as an indepen-
dent musical entertainer or as a bodyguard, 
providing an employer is willing to meet 
their shocking price. Once their contract has 
been concluded (or the employer performs 
some act to invalidate it), they are expected 
to return directly to the monastery – there-
upon making themselves available for more 
mercenary work.

Melodist (Overseers)
A choralist who reaches mastery in several of 
the order’s skills is rapidly promoted to Melo-
dist. The primary responsibility of a Melodist 
is to act as commanders of small mercenary 
troops, negotiating strategy and recompense 
with those that hire them. Melodists may also 
perform bodyguard work, but usually only 
to employers of significant status who often 
gift the monastery with additional rewards 
over and above the base cost. In return, the 
melodist gains opportunities to overhear 
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For additional atmosphere, a GM can 
change the names of the shaping parameters 
to follow musical notation. See the Mantra 
Manipulation Table.

SONGS OF POWER
The following song mantras are those prac-
tised by the Sirens. Availability is restricted 
by rank in the order, to prevent terrible acci-
dents from occurring. Note that anyone ren-
dered completely deaf (by whatever means) 
is automatically immune from the mental 
effects of these spells – that is to say those 
requiring an opposed Willpower to resist.

The Descant Drone (Spell Resistance)
The first song mantra taught to all aspiring 
spell-singers, this is perhaps their most 
important magic as it protects them from 
the indiscriminate effects of songs not only 
sung by their companions, but also their own 
personal chants. As such, this is usually the 
first power invoked in any battle situation.

Song of the Sirens (Draw Humanoids)
Whilst certainly not the most lethal of their 
powers, the Song of the Sirens has become in-
famous for the cunning strategic applications 
to which it has been placed over the course of 
history. Its mournful strains have an almost 
irresistible alluring effect upon listeners, 
compelling everyone within range to travel 
to the presence of the spell-singer. Whilst less 
useful for drawing enemies into ambushes, 
since the ambushers themselves are affected 
by its magic, it has been used to entice an 
entire army into a bog and one fateful battle 
in a mountain  pass forced thousands of men 
to jump to their doom from the cliffside path 
upon which they marched.

Dire Discordance (Imprison Reversed)
Opposite of the Imprison spell, the Dire 
Discordance creates an area of horrifically 
painful cacophony of jarring melodies, pre-

MANTRA MANIPULATION TABLE
 Points of Timbre Pitch Loudness Cadence Rhythm 
 Shaping  (Fortune) (Intensity) (Magnitude) (Range) (Combine)
 None 1 1 Self None None
 1 2 2 1m x POW 2 Spells None
 2 3 3 3m x POW 3 Spells 1 Extra Roll
 3 4 4 5m x POW 4 Spells 1 Extra Roll
 4 5 5 10m x POW 5 Spells 1 Extra Roll
 5 6 6 30m x POW 6 Spells 2 Extra Rolls
 6 7 7 50m x POW 7 Spells 2 Extra Rolls
 7 8 8 100m x POW 8 Spells 2 Extra Rolls
 8 9 9 300m x POW 9 Spells 3 Extra Rolls
 9 10 10 500m x POW 10 Spells 3 Extra Rolls
 10 11 11 1km xPOW 11 Spells 3 Extra Rolls
 Each point… +1 Intensity +1 Magnitude Continue Pattern +1 Spell Continue Pattern

political and military information which 
can serve the Sirens in good stead. Elderly 
melodists that grow too old to journey on 
campaign, serve the order by teaching the 
aspirants, accompanists and choralists

Diva (Leader)
The grand master or mistress of the order 
engages in the tricky business of negotiating 
with those desiring to hire the services of the 
spell-singers. Refined diplomatic skills are re-
quired due to the suspicion and fear in which 
the Sirens are viewed. Some divas have been 
forced to meddle in national politics in order 
to prevent concerted action against the remote 
monastery, although attempts still infrequently 
occur, driven by those who regret the price they 
once paid or seek to reclaim a long lost child.

Restrictions
All members of the Sirens of Syracuse swear 
an oath to protect and serve the order. Whilst 
they are not forbidden from entering casual 
relationships whilst on duty outside of the 
monastery, no Siren may marry or otherwise 
leave the order. Despite this, many members 
can claim friendship with people they met on 
tour and correspondence is encouraged, if only 
for the news on current affairs it brings. Any 
Siren who deliberately sunders his or her ties 
with the order is generally hunted down and 
returned to the monastery for punishment.

Skills
The Sirens give training the in skills of Cour-
tesy, Inf luence, Insight, Invocation, Lore 
(Strategy and Tactics), Sing and Willpower; al-
though members are expected to learn all they 
can of foreign cultures and languages when 
sent on mercenary duty. The order trains its 
members in its own Spell-Singer combat style 
(Scimitar, Longsword, Dagger and Thrown 
Dagger – Formation Fighting trait) available 
to members of Accompanist rank and above.

Magic
Members learn the arts of spell-singing (see 
later on). Spells learned are Accompanist: 
The Descant Drone, Song of the Sirens, Dire 
Discordance; Choralist: Melodic Manifesta-
tion, Cries of the Crocotta; Melodist: Hymn 
of Falling Stone, Wail of the Banshee.

Gifts
Impervious (to mental spell effects), Swiftness

Allies and Enemies 
Nobody favours the Sirens of Syracuse save tho-
se desperate enough to hire their services, and 
then only temporarily. Likewise few are foolish 
enough to declare the Sirens outright enemies, 
for fear of a Melodist arriving in their private 
chambers singing the Wail of the Banshee.

USING SPELL-SINGING
Spell-singing is a variation upon the sorcery 
system, but instead of Shaping uses the Sing 
skill to manipulate its spell-songs. Learning 
to control each vocal element is an art which 
requires countless years of practice as well 
as time spent mastering the song mantras; 
complex note sequences in order to induce 
a specific magical effect. 

Although these throat songs sound like 
an unearthly droning mixture of f luting 
chords of whistles crossed with deep grow-
ling chants, to a discerning ear they can 
convey the passion and energy of the singer. 
Progression in the order teaches the spell-
singer new and more dangerous songs.

The core precepts of Spell-Singing are:
•	 The magical effect of a song mantra has an 

indefinite Duration, lasting for as long as 
it is chanted.

•	 The magic of a song mantra cannot be aimed, 
rather it indiscriminately affects everyone 
or everything within its Range, provided 
they fail their resistance check against it, 
or willingly allow themselves to succumb.

•	 Chanting mantas prevents the singer from 
communicating verbally, or from using any 
other type of magic. However, it does not 
prevent them from performing physical 
skills, even violent ones.

•	 Magic Points used by mantras do not begin 
to regenerate until the song is concluded.

•	 A song mantra’s magical parameters may 
be manipulated as per the Sorcery rules, ex-
cept shaping points are calculated using the 
Sing skill instead of Shaping. Neither Dura-
tion nor Targets are available parameters.

•	 Unlike traditional Sorcery, the Intensity of a 
song mantra is part of its manipulation costs.

•	 More than one mantra can be chanted con-
currently, provided each new song started 
places a number of manipulation points 
into Combine, equal in value to the number 
of existing songs already being chanted.
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venting entry and forcing those within who 
fail to resist, back to its perimeter. Although 
this dissonant music causes no direct damage, 
it inflicts one Difficulty Grade on any mental 
skill attempted by those remaining within 
range. Used cleverly it can break formations 
of warriors or completely drive away creatu-
res possessing INS rather than INT.

Melodic Manifestation (Phantom Sound)
Using this power a spell-singer can create an 
audible illusion of fantastic scope.  Anything 
imaginable from barely heard whispers or 
soft scratching of scuttling insects, to more 
grandiose noises such as thunderclaps or ari-
as sung by angelic voices. Applied artistically, 
these phantasms can be used to entertain 
audiences in concert with the spell-singer’s 
own musical rendition, making an unforget-
table experience. Utilised more offensively 
this mantra can induce paranoia, despair or 
outright fear.

Cries of the Crocotta (Palsy)
A warbling song of piercing notes, it enters 
the minds of listeners twisting and paralysing 
their bodies with mystical resonance. The 
high pitches almost resemble animalistic 
laughter, but inflict no lasting harm to those 
that succumb. It is often used to render every- 
one within range incapacitated whilst the 
Siren hews down attackers who pose a direct 
threat to them or their wards. In part, this 
is what makes spell-singers such effective 
bodyguards. Note that this mantra is slightly 
modified to the base spell, being resisted 
using Willpower, not Endurance.

Hymn of Falling Stone (Wrack)
Another of the song mantras which makes the 
spell-singers so feared upon the battlefield, 
the Hymn of Falling Stone uses key base 
frequencies to set up destructive vibrations 
in stone, crystal and ceramics. It acts as per 
the Wrack spell, but only causes damage to 
those particular substances. When gathered 
together and singing in chorus, a unit of 
spell-singers can soon collapse city walls, 
even mountains!

Wail of the Banshee (Sever Spirit)
A hideous, bloodcurdling aria of screeches, 
the most potent of the Sirens’ mantras is ca-
pable of slaying hundreds, friend or foe, upon 
the battlefield. Its universal and arbitrary is 
what makes it so rarely used by the order, save 
for most dire of needs. Even then the chief 
spell-singers are reluctant to invoke its power, 
since it not only kills soldiers, but every- 
body and everything, down to the worms 
and plants. Effect. Wail of the Banshee is 
based upon the Theistic miracle rather than 
a Sorcery spell.
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